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Introduction

Figure 1: Illustrates the brain and nearby structures [1].

LBrain is the collection of supportive tissues and nerve cells like meninges and glial cells [1]. Diagnostic test is to take a brain scan that takes pictures of the brain; similar to X-ray that can see inside the body to diagnose a broken bone, a brain scan can see inside the skull. Two major scans for diagnosing a brain are Computed Tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). Brain scans are normally painless and non-invasive. The most difficult part is to sit or lie for a long time and some patients may also need medicines for claustrophobia. Computer Tomography (CT) scan integrates high speed X-ray technology with a computer. CT scanner circles the head, taking scanning every angle. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) uses magnets and radio waves to generate pictures of the brain tissues. MRI scans create two dimensional or three dimensional pictures of the brain and unlike CT scans, it does not use radiations [2] (Figure 1&2).

Cure for Brain Diseases is One Step Closer?

Numerous nerve cells make up the brain control; the role of the brain through synapses. Studies demonstrate that synaptic binding proteins plays a significant role in formation of synapses. But detail information about the processes for collectively controlling the synapses remain unknown. Research team led by Prof. Jaewon Ko and Ji Won Um from department of brain and cognitive sciences analyzed a new method of formation of brain synapses during synaptic binding protein complexes. Research team has been concentrating on related protein and discovering detailed mechanisms to identify principles of formation of excitatory synapses in between another synapses. In this research, they found that the interaction between PTPσ proteins and some bone proteins and it plays a significant role in synapse formation. To be certain, they were able to analyze that the ‘normal tyrosine signaling mechanism’ resulting from the reactions of certain elements of PTPσ proteins is most vital component of synapse composition.

As the recent study has stated, PTPσ proteins along with neurexin, are treated as key proteins responsible for the development of neural circuits. Their research team will continue further studies on development of synapses and neural circuits was stated by Prof. Ko [3,4] (Figure 3).
Treatment for Lesser Known Cells Crucial for Brain Development

In the research, a student from Stanford’s, Steven Sloan, led a series of investigations differentiating astrocytes from hCSs to those discovered in tissue from progressing and adult human brain. The research team grew hCSs for approximately 20 months, one of the longest ever lab grown human brain cells. The conclusion confirmed that the lab grown cells change over time in an identical manner to the cells taken directly from brain tissue during very initial life, a critical time for brain development. This method is considered critical for normal brain growth and developments are thought to cause range of mental health and neurological disorders, like autism and schizophrenia. Building hCSs utilizing cells from patients could permit researchers to uncover the basic development biology at the core of these disorders. The research demonstrates that hCS-grown astrocytes advance at the same rate as those found in human brains, in terms of their shapes, gene activity and their functions. For instance, astrocytes taken from hCSs that were less than 6 months old multiplied briskly and were highly busy in eradicating unnecessary contacts between neurons. Astrocytes expanded in hCSs for more than 9 months could not portray and removed significantly fewer of those contacts, imitating astrocytes in infants 6 to 12 months old. However, astrocytes from expanding and adult brains, the early and late stage astrocytes from hCSs were equally competent at encouraging new contact to form between neurons. Astrocytes are not just bystanders in the brain, they participate actively in neurological function was confirmed by Dr. Pasca [5,6] (Figure 4).

Mystic Mossy Cells for Treatment of Brain Disease

Song and their team members used advanced tracing techniques on several different strains of genetically engineered lab mice; they described mossy cells in mouse hippocampi and marked connections to other brain cells. They discovered that mossy cells related to neural stem cells directly and indirectly. These mossy cells directly exchange information with stem cells in hippocampus via an excitatory pathway. These mossy cells also obliquely mutually exchange information with stem cells through neighboring neurons called interneurons that then associate to stem cells via inhibitory pathway. Song and her team found that mossy cells can switch the balance of their direct and indirect signaling, hence dynamically controlling neural stem cell action. In their research, Song’s team discovered that moderate mossy cell activity, for instance, appeared in dominance of indirect signaling and preserved stem cells in “quiescent” state may transcend to a low level of neurogenesis, but the steam cells could be kept over the long time. However, high mossy cell activity, which could occur when the brain is stimulated or in an unhealthy state, made direct signaling dominant and preserved stem cells in an “activated” state that may transcend to a high level of neurogenesis. This may risk losing stem cells over the long time.
They were surprised that small population of mossy cells could make such a big impact on stem cell behavior. They are beginning to look at how cell populace is changed. It was said by Song [7] (Figure 5).

**Self-Tuning Brain Implant May Help with Parkinson’s Disease**

Deep brain stimulation is a technique of managing Parkinson’s disease syndrome by surgically implanting an electrode, a very thin wire into the brain. Classical deep brain stimulations transfer constant stimulation to a part of the brain known as basal ganglia to treat symptoms of Parkinson’s. On the other hand, this approach can transcend to unnecessary after effects, requiring reprogramming by a qualified clinician. This new technique described in this research is adaptive, so that stimulations conveyed is responsive in real time to signal received from the patient’s brain. Many patients with Parkinson’s disease who would have advantage from deep brain stimulation are hard to treat because too much stimulation can cause dyskinesia. Hence correct estimation level of stimulation is like trying to hit a constantly moving target. A flexible system could offer; that one being tested can be an alternative and may also limit side effects of classical deep brain stimulations, however testing is to be done. They have demonstrated the feasibility of adaptive deep brain stimulation and they are planning larger longer term trails to decide how effective this method of managing the symptoms of patients with Parkinson’s disease was concluded by Dr. Starr [8,9] (Figure 6).

**Figure 6:** Illustrates Stimulating and sensing electrodes are implanted in the brain and connect to small computer under the skin. Data from this computer can be read by an external device. Image Credit: courtesy of Ken Probst/Starr lab [9].

**More Lives May be Saved by Brain Scan Emergency Stroke Treatment**

Ischemic stroke takes place when a cerebral blood vessel gets blocked, cutting off the transfer of oxygen and nutrients to brain tissue. Brain tissue in the existing area of the obstruction, known as the core, cannot typically be saved from dying, and it can enlarge over time. On the other hand, it has long been thought that the area neighboring the core (known as the ischemic penumbra) has the possibility to be saved based on how fast blood flow can be replaced. Over the past 20 years, researchers have been advancing brain scanning methods called perfusion imaging that can identify patients with brain tissue that can be restored by removing the obstruction. In perfusion imaging, a standard dye is injected and scanned for a few minutes as it goes through the brain. Using an automated software called as RAPID to analyze perfusion MRI or CT scans, the DEFUSE 3 scientist recognized patients thought to have a restorable tissue up to 16 hours after stroke onset. The contenders were randomized to either accept endovascular thrombectomy plus standard medical therapy or only medical therapy. DEFUSE 3 builds on results from the various studies performed as well as industry sponsored, which used perfusion imaging technology to determine patients results most likely to aid from interventions like thrombectomy. These studies implied that the advanced brain imaging could determine which patients could assist from restoring blood flow in a continued treatment window [10,11].
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